Mastering
Clarity and
Confidence

What is confidence?
Confidence is feeling sure of yourself and your abilities.

What is clarity?
Clearness in perception and understanding

Why are they both important?
To have confidence is to have the abiity to trust ones self. In a world
that profits from making us second guess ourselves or encourages us
to distinctly lack confidence. It is an art in self to cultivate the
behaviours that allow confidence to blossom.

Lets delve deeper...
If you could do anything in life, what would you do?
Why arent you doing it now?

Self Limiting beliefs...
How do you talk to yourself?
What do you believe to be true about yourself?
Where did this belief come from?
You would be surprised that our brain and mind works in
mysterious ways. Once you start practicing the pause and
questioning why you have certain beliefs and where does it come
from. More often than not you will realise that they are not always
yours. We will work through this together as there are alway
interesting discoveries.

What effects our confidence?
Social Media?
Photo Shopping?
Expectations?
Relationships?
Should's?
Reflections?
Projections?
Finances?
Shame?
Listening to others?
Mind Chatter?

Get in the Zone

Why confidence from within is
important
Confidence - Mind
This is the confidence that allows you to trust your self. Our mind is like a
radio and we can tune it to the frequency that serves us. Ideally we want
to work towards tuning into the love frequency. Which emits a higher
vibration. More often than not we have auto reponse's to when our
confidence is challenged many of these responses are stored from
previous events that have caused upset and discomfort

OK scenario 1: You are triggered by an uncomfortable comment that is
extremely personal.
Auto Response: Although you may not respond in anger that comment
can be a catalyst for brain chatter to start. Did they mean that? what is
wrong with me? Why did they say that and so on. Confidence can
extinguish these thought patterns.
TOP TIP: Normally when someone is rude too you or about you, it is
because there is something going on in their reality not yours. Everyone
is experiencing life through their own eyes and there is no way you
could be concerned with the opinions of others. That is their business.
New Response: Extinguish, ignore ,understand and finally compassion

Confidence -Body
We all struggle at times with body confidence. On writing this the first
thing that comes into my mind is how much a lack of confidence in
our external appearance is monetised. Being a rebel and having body
confidence is certainly not a huge movement in todays society.
Feelings related to a lack of body confidence can be such emotions
as guilt and shame. Ultimately your body will not be coming with you
and its is hugely important to realise that you are a spirit in a body.
This meatsuit that we are wearing has an expiry yes. But our spirit and
soul does not.
In regards to your relationship with your body one thing that is useful
to consider is that having a guilty pleasure now and then is no harm
to anybody. However repeatedly indulging in guilty behaviour can and
will lead you to have negative thought patterns relating too your
body.
Input Vs Output - Are you balancing the guilty pleasures with exercise
or perhaps some nice healthy meals. We all have access to
information to assist with this. It is the wil power largely, much of the
food that is ready available and conveniently placed is highly addictive
and less than nutritious. Although if you are really committed you can
balance it out. And of course that is the key - Balance! Once you
manage to balance the output vs input you will be moving ever closer
to a state of body confidence

Confidence - Spirit

This confidence is absolutely knowing categorically. Not having spiritual
confidence is a bit of an oxymoron. There is nothing more certain than
spirit once you have enhanced your connection.
If you are lacking confidence spiritually then it is important to look
within and possibly consider the previous two pages deeply. A lot of
issues in our physical world can impact our spiritual confidence.
Needless to say that they are all intrinsically linked. To gain confidence
spiritually it would be helpful to practice meditation. The reason
meditation and mindfulness gives spiritual confidence is the expansion
of conciousness it allows. You are tuning yourself into another
frequency.
Spiritual confidence can be the hardest to gain. This is due to the fact
that most of our reality has been engineered to take us away from our
spiritual origins. However once you find the balance you're very own
spiritual doors will open for you that you didn't even know were there.
This is going to happen at your very own pace so please do not
compare your journey and progress to others. Everything happens in
divine timing

